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(Received 4 January 2006; published 26 April 2006)0031-9007=We develop a temporal correlation transfer equation (CTE) and a temporal correlation diffusion
equation (CDE) for ultrasound-modulated multiply scattered light. These equations can be applied to
an optically scattering medium with embedded optically scattering and absorbing objects to calculate the
power spectrum of light modulated by a nonuniform ultrasound field. We present an analytical solution
based on the CDE and Monte Carlo simulation results for light modulated by a cylinder of ultrasound in an
optically scattering slab. We further validate with experimental measurements the numerical calculations
for an actual ultrasound field. The CTE and CDE are valid for moderate ultrasound pressures and on a
length scale comparable with the optical transport mean-free path. These equations should be applicable
to a wide spectrum of conditions for ultrasound-modulated optical tomography of soft biological tissues.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.96.163902 PACS numbers: 42.25.Dd, 42.90.+mConsiderable effort has been expended recently to ad-
vance soft biological tissue imaging based on ultrasound-
modulated multiply scattered light. The optical properties
of tissues in visible and near-infrared regions are related to
their molecular structure. Radiation at these wavelengths is
nonionizing with the potential for the functional imaging
and detection of tissue abnormalities. However, due to the
diffusion of light, it is difficult to achieve simultaneously
both good resolution and good imaging depth in pure
optical imaging modalities such as optical coherence to-
mography or diffuse optical tomography [1].
Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) is a
hybrid technique which combines ultrasonic resolution and
optical contrast. It is being proposed in order to provide
better resolution in the optical imaging of soft biological
tissues at imaging depths where light is completely dif-
fused. With this technique [2], optical radiation, which has
high temporal coherence, and focused ultrasound are ap-
plied simultaneously to the imaging target. The intensity of
the ultrasound-modulated light is related to the optical
properties of the tissue in the interaction region of the
ultrasonic and electromagnetic waves.
Efficient detection of ultrasound-modulated optical in-
tensity is challenging because of diffused light propagation
and uncorrelated phases among optical speckles. At pres-
ent, the development of effective detection systems is the
subject of intense research [3,4]. Simultaneously, a theo-
retical understanding of the ultrasound modulation of mul-
tiply scattered light is emerging. Similar to dynamic light
scattering by scatterers undergoing Brownian motion [5],
dynamic scattering by optical scatterers oscillating in an
ultrasound field causes optical frequency shifts [6]. In ad-
dition, shifts are produced by the ultrasound-induced
changes of the optical index of refraction [7,8]. The theo-
retical model [8], which combines both mechanisms of
modulation, has been subsequently extended to account
for anisotropic optical scattering [9] and Brownian motion
[9,10]. In addition, Ref. [11] accounts for strong correla-06=96(16)=163902(4)$23.00 16390tions between ultrasound-induced optical phase increments
which exist when the ratio of optical transport mean-free
path ltr to ultrasound wavelength a is small. An existing
Monte Carlo algorithm [12] can be adapted to explore
complex geometries.
Existing theoretical models are based on the diffusing-
wave spectroscopy (DWS) approach [5,13], where the
interaction of a plane ultrasound wave with diffused light
is considered in an infinite scattering medium. As a result,
applications are limited to simple geometries where the
ultrasound field can be approximated as a plane wave and
where the probability density function of the optical path
length is analytically known. Consequently, only transmis-
sion through [8,9,11], and reflection from [10,11], an infi-
nite scattering slab filled with ultrasound have been
analytically studied. In practice, however, both the ultra-
sound field and the optical parameters are heterogeneous,
and a more general theoretical model is needed.
In this Letter, we formally derive a temporal correlation
transfer equation (CTE) and a temporal correlation diffu-
sion equation (CDE) for the ultrasound-modulated multi-
ply scattered light for isotropic optical scattering and
kaltr  1, where ka  2=a. These equations can be
used to obtain both analytical and numerical solutions for
the distribution of the modulated light intensity in scatter-
ing samples with heterogeneous optical parameters and a
nonuniform ultrasound field. In addition, simple forms of
CTE and CDE benefit from all of the mathematical tools
available for the radiative transfer and diffusion equations.
A derivation of a more complex CTE based on the ladder
approximation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation will be pre-
sented elsewhere [14].
We first confirm the agreement between the analytical
solution for the scattering slab filled with ultrasound based
on the previous DWS approach and the simple solution of
CDE. We further provide both analytical and Monte Carlo
solutions for the more practical configuration where a
cylinder of ultrasound insonifies a scattering slab. Finally,2-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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the experimental results for a similar configuration are
compared with the calculation based on the finite-
difference model of CDE.
We consider the interaction of ultrasound with mono-
chromatic light that diffuses through the medium with dis-
crete, uncorrelated optical scatterers. We further assume
independent scattering and neglect the polarization for
simplicity. Under the weak scattering approximation that
the optical mean-free path is much greater than the optical
wavelength, transfer of light can be described by ladder
diagrams [15]. In our case, this also involves calculation of
the optical phase increments due to both mechanisms of
ultrasound modulation along the optical paths. The phase
increments are generally correlated if they originate at po-
sitions separated by less than ltr or a [11], which creates
difficulties in the derivation of a simple transferlike equa-
tion for the temporal correlation of ultrasound-modulated
light [14].
However, a simple form of CTE can be obtained when
kaltr  1. At scales larger than ltr, the effect of ultrasound
modulation can be calculated by assuming isotropic scat-
tering, where ltr is used instead of the mean-free path
[9,11,12]. The condition kaltr  1 then ensures that the
ultrasound-induced optical phase increments associated
with the different scattering events are independent. The
only correlation between phase increments which then
exists is between (i) the phase increment due to the index
of refraction changes along the free path and (ii) the phase
increments due to displacements of these two scatterers
along the free path [11]. This allows for a simple form of
the CTE that is valid on the scale comparable with ltr. In
soft biological tissues, ltr  1 mm for visible and near-
infrared light and kaltr > 10 for ultrasound frequencies
greater than 2.4 MHz.
Consider optical scatterers at resting positions ra and rb
and assume that the ultrasound field in volumes of l3tr can
be locally approximated as a plane wave Pr; t 
P0 cos!at ka  r	, where ka  ka^a, and P0,
!a, ^a, and  are the pressure amplitude, the angular
frequency, the propagation direction of the ultrasound
(j^aj  1), and the local initial phase, respectively. For
moderate ultrasound pressures, the optical index of refrac-
tion experiences a small perturbation approximated with
nr; t  n0
1	 Pr; t=v2a, where  is the fluid den-
sity, va is the ultrasound speed, and  is the elasto-optical
coefficient. We obtain the increment   k0n0jrb  raj 	
’a;bt of the optical phase along the free path between ra
and rb by integrating the k0nr; t along the path, where
’a;bt  k0n0

^  
ebt  eat 	 v2a
Z rb
ra
Pr; tdr

;
(1)
and k0 is the optical wave number in vacuum. In Eq. (1),
we approximate the distance between scatterers with
jrbraj	^  
ebteat, where ^jrbraj rbra,
est  ^aP0Sa=kav2a sin!at ka  rs 	a is16390the ultrasound-induced displacement of the optical scat-
terer at rs (s  a; b), and Sa and a are, respectively,
deviations of the amplitude and phase of the scatterer
from the motion of the surrounding fluid [11]. The second
term in Eq. (1) is the phase increment due to the
ultrasound-induced index of refraction changes. The scat-
terer displacement in the integration limits is neglected
since jestj  ltr at the relatively high ultrasound frequen-
cies and moderate pressures which are assumed in this
calculation. However, at ultrasound frequencies greater
than several tens of megahertz when P0 > 105 Pa, integra-
tion along straight lines might be inappropriate due to
optical wavefront distortion [11].
We assume that the electrical field mutual coherence
function hErb0 ; tErb00 ; t	 i is quasiuniform, and we
relate it to the time-varying specific intensity Irb; ^; t; 
by a spatial Fourier transform over the difference variable
rb0  rb00 in the center-of-gravity coordinate system [16–
18], where rb  rb0 	 rb00 =2, and h i denotes the en-
semble averaging. Let Era; t be the partial wave scattered
at ra toward rb. For isotropic scattering and kaltr  1,
there is no correlation between ’a;bt and the other
ultrasound-induced optical phase increments accumulated
in Era; t, and Irb; ^; t;  is independent of time t. The
phase term ’  ’a;bt	   ’a;bt satisfies ’  1
for ltr  1 mm and P0 < 105 Pa, and we approximate
expi’ with 1 jrb  rajl1tr h’2iltr=2. For isotropic
scattering, l1tr  t and t  s 	a, where t, s,
and a are the optical extinction, scattering, and ab-
sorption coefficients, respectively. h’2iltr is the average
value of ’2 in volume l3tr per mean optical free path.
From the probability density of the free path l, which is
l1tr expl=ltr, we obtain
h’2iltr2sin2

1
2
!a
 ltrka ^2
1	ltrka ^2

S2a^^a2	2=^^a22Sacosa;
(2)
where   2k0n0P0=kav2a. The three terms in square
brackets in Eq. (2) are related to the two mechanisms of
modulation and the correlation between the phase incre-
ments produced by these mechanisms along the same free
path, respectively [11]. The increment of the intensity
Irb; ^;  that is due to the contribution of Ira; ^0; ,
which is scattered at ra into direction ^, is equal to I 
Ira;^0; exptjrb  raj
1 jrb  rajth’2iltr=2.
By accumulating all of the increments along the ^ direc-
tion starting from some distant r0, we have
Irb;^; I0rb;^;
	
Z rb
r0
Z
4
sp^;^0Idjrbrajd^0; (3)
where I0rb; ^;  is due to the unscattered field [17]. After
applying ^  r to Eq. (3), we obtain the CTE as2-2
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	s
Z
4
p^; ^0

1 1
2
h’2iltr

 Ir; ^0; d0: (4)
In Eq. (4), p^; ^0  1=4 is the isotropic scattering
phase function, and Sr; ^ is the monochromatic source
term. Like in the case of Brownian motion [18], this
equation can be obtained by preaveraging the phase incre-
ments in a more rigorously derived CTE [14].
To obtain the CDE, we apply the standard approxima-
tion Ir; ^;   
r;  	 3^  Jr; =4 in Eq. (4).
r;  is actually the temporal field autocorrelation func-
tion related to the optical power spectrum by the temporal
Fourier transform. The CDE is
r
Drr;
a	s’^r;S0r: (5)
In Eq. (5), D  3s1, and ’^ is given by
’^  2=2sin2!a=2
2kaltrtan1kaltr
	 S2a=3 2Sa cosa: (6)
Brownian motion could also be considered by including
2DBk
2
0s in addition to s’^ in Eq. (5), where DB is an
appropriate diffusion constant [19].
In infinite media, the solution of Eq. (5) for monochro-
matic point source S0 at the origin is
r;S04D1 expr


a	s’^=D
q
=r; (7)
and it can be used to study analytically various configu-
rations of ultrasound within the scattering media. In fi-
nite media, the boundary conditions are identical to those
in the diffusion equation used in radiative transfer [20]. For
matched optical properties, continuity requires that r; 
and D@r; =@n are constant across the boundary, where
n^ is a unit vector perpendicular to the boundary. For a
scattering half-space (z > 0) filled with ultrasound and
irradiated by a pencil source from the free space, the
boundary condition is r;   2D@r; =@z, which
leads to the extrapolated zero boundary position at z 
2D.
Equation (5) can be solved analogously to the diffusion
equation of fluence rate [21] for , which is r; 
integrated over the whole transmission surface of the scat-
tering slab of thickness L filled with ultrasound and irra-
diated with the pencil monochromatic source S0
  3S0
4
sinh
z0 	 2D
a 	s’^=Dp 
sinh
L	 4D a 	s’^=Dp  : (8)
In Eq. (8), z0  1=s is the depth of the converted iso-
tropic source and the solution is, up to the normalization
constant, identical to the one obtained earlier [8,9,11].
Next we consider an infinitely wide scattering slab, with
surface planes at x  0 mm and x  20 mm. We assume16390va  1480 m=s,   103 kg=m3,   0:32, a 
0:1 cm1, isotropic scattering with s  10 cm1, n0 
1:33 in whole space, Sa  1, and a  0, as typical values
for soft biological tissues and visible and near-infrared
light [11]. A cylinder of radius a  3:175 mm, infinitely
long in the Z direction, with an axis at x; y 
10 mm; 0 mm is filled with a 5 MHz ultrasound of
pressure amplitude P0  105 Pa traveling in the Z direc-
tion. A pencil light source S0 of wavelength 0  532 nm
irradiates the slab along the X direction at x; y; z 
0 mm; 10 mm; 0 mm. Equation (5) has solutions
incrd; , scrd; , and inrd; , which are for the
autocorrelation functions incident from the source, scat-
tered from the cylinder, and inside the cylinder, respec-
tively [22]. If the cylinder axis is at the origin, then
f...grd;
X	1
n0
cosnd
Z 	1
0
cospzdf...gpdp; (9)
where incp  Hnx>Inx<, scp  BnpKnx,
and inp  CnpIny; rs  s;s; zs and rd 
d;d; zd are positions of the point source and the de-
tector in the cylindrical coordinates; In and Kn are modi-
fied Bessel functions of the first and second kind,
respectively; x+  +

p2  k2out
p
; +  minmax

s; d; x  d

p2  k2out
p
; y  d

p2  k2in
q
; k2in

a	s’^=D; k2out  a=D; Bn and Cn are given
by
Bnp  Hnzb xbI
0
nxbInyb  ybI0nybInxb
xbK
0
nxbInyb  ybI0nybKnxb ;
Cnp  Hnzb xbI
0
nxbKnxb  xbK0nxbInxb
xbK0nxbInyb  ybI0nybKnxb ;
where Hnzb  
sgnn 	 1S0Knzb=22D, xb 
a

p2  k2out
p
, yb  a

p2  k2in
q
, zb  s

p2  k2out
p
, and
sgnn is the sign function. We use Eq. (9) to obtain values
for the modulation depth (MD), defined as the amplitude
ratio of the first to the zeroth harmonics of the modulated
light [Fig. 1(a)]. Three pairs of independent cylinder im-
ages [21] are used to satisfy the boundary conditions. The
analytical solution agrees with the Monte Carlo solution
(MCS) [9,12], modified for the cylindrical object
[Fig. 1(b)]. In Fig. 1(c), the two solutions are compared
along the Y direction on the slab surfaces. The MD is
higher away from the source, in the shadow of the cylinder,
due to the counteracting contributions of the modulated
and unmodulated light.
In the experiment, we immersed in water a wide, 20 mm
thick slab, with a  0:1 cm1 and reduced scattering
coefficient s  10 cm1, made of agar, Lyposine 20%,
and Trypan Blue dye. A flat ultrasound transducer with a
5-MHz frequency and a 3.175-mm radius was positioned,
as in the theoretical model, with a surface at z  50 mm.
A 105 Pa pressure amplitude was measured at z  0 mm
with a needle hydrophone on the acoustic axis. We used a2-3
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FIG. 1. MD of the ultrasound-modulated light for an ultra-
sound cylinder in a scattering slab. (a),(b) MD obtained analyti-
cally and with MCS, respectively, at z  0 mm. The white
circles mark the ultrasound cross section. (c) MD obtained
analytically and with MCS for z  0 mm at the transmission
(x  20 mm) and reflection (x  0 mm) planes. (d) MD mea-
sured experimentally and calculated using the ADI for z 
0 mm at the transmission plane.
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depth at the transmission plane of the slab. The measured
data [Fig. 1(d)] were in agreement with the numerical
calculation, which used an alternating direction implicit
algorithm (ADI) adapted for Eq. (5). For the ADI, the
nonuniform ultrasound field was calculated using the pro-
gram FIELDII [23], where transducer apodization and am-
plitude were adjusted to match the parameters of the real
transducer measured by the hydrophone. The cell size was
set to 1=3 mm in order to model appropriately the bound-
ary conditions.
In conclusion, we derived the CTE and the CDE for
ultrasound-modulated light which is valid for optical and
ultrasound spatial inhomogeneities on the order of ltr, for
moderate ultrasound pressures and frequencies satisfying
kaltr  1. CDE could be of use for the estimation of
sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratios in UOT, where both
heterogeneous ultrasound fields and optical parameters are
encountered. It can be solved analytically or numerically
by the many methods developed for the diffusion equation.
This permitted us to obtain agreement, for the first time,
between the theoretical model and the experimental mea-
surement of the modulation depth of ultrasound-modulated
light in strongly scattering media. More challenging setups
with highly focused ultrasound and with very high ultra-
sound pressure should be the subject of further theoretical
development.
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